ENERGETIC CANCER CARE SHEET
By Edwin Courtenay

The guidance contained within this document is meant to be used IN CONJUNCTION WITH
conventional medical treatment and NOT AS AN ALTERNATIVE. The advice I always give first and
foremost and above and beyond anything else I offer is ALWAYS FOLLOW THE ADVICE OF YOUR
ORTHODOX DOCTOR!
When healing cancer there are many different approaches offered which can be confusing,
some people advise using visualisation to destroy cancerous tumours and cells, whilst others
advise sending healing energy towards them. Some encourage the draining of the cell or tumour
of life force whilst others focus on correcting the cancerous cells “programming”.
Because both the cause and manifestation of cancer is different for almost every person I have
always been guided by Spirit that it is inadvisable to “assume” anything or to try to treat all
cancers as the same – instead we should allow Spirit to flow through us when healing, surrendering
ourselves to the Higher Power and the Higher Wisdom of the Divine. Letting the power work
through us without our interference, focusing on becoming a pure channel for the light and
energy and leaving the power’s focus and function up to the Gods.
If anything we should focus on love, feeding the client with loving energy, the love we feel for
them, the love we feel for the Divine and the Divine work that we do. Love diminishes all darkness,
all negative energy and at the same time boosts and amplifies positive energy, the immune
system and the holistic self, helping to restore harmony and well being. To this end working with a
crystal called Sugilite (sometimes called Luvulite) can help as this is – in my opinion – the most
powerful crystal for the manifestation of Divine Love (and Light) energy. Known by some crystal
healers as THE cancer care stone it literally wraps its wearer in a blanket of love and light. Though
an expensive stone a little goes a long way and so very expensive pieces do not have to be
found in order for them to do the trick.
Spirit have in the past identified a link between the manifestation of cancer and grief – whether
this be the grief we feel for a loved one who has died or a dream that has become lost to us.
Whether we feel grief for the loss of a business, a house or a child who has moved out of our home
and grown up. This is not THE cause for cancer but can be for some a contributory factor and so
dealing with the grief – with EFT, counselling, homeopathy or any number of orthodox or alternate
therapy that works for us can help to diminish the cancer and prevent it from returning – always in
conjunction with advised orthodox treatment. Crystals such as Obsidian and Amethyst can help
here as they are absorbers and transmuters of negative emotional energy.
For those undergoing chemotherapy or radiotherapy as a result of cancer there are a few
suggestions Spirit make for dealing with their undue side effects – as well as following your doctors
advice. Grounding the excess energy from both therapies is vital to the energy system, this can be
done by walking bare foot on the grass or earth or (if the weather is inclement) resting the feet on
either a large stone or a collection of small ones. This needs to be done as soon as possible after
the treatment has occurred.

With more targeted treatments – such as radiotherapy – holding a small Smokey Quartz cluster
over the area that has received the treatment for three to four minutes can “draw out” excess
energy resulting in less unpleasant reactions and sensations and quicker healing. The Smokey
Quartz will need to be placed on the ground after use to discharge excess energy and after using
it once a week may need to be rested for a week whilst another piece takes its place.
As a result of both the treatment and manifestation of cancer the holistic system – mental,
emotional, spiritual and physical – can go into trauma and as such the chakras become
imbalanced and the subtle bodies fall out of alignment (usually to the left of the body). Using the
colour orange and/or orange stones can help, wearing the colour, visualising the colour or using
Aura Soma Orange Pomander or the Orange over Orange shock bottle can help.
Some people imply of course that cancer can manifest as a result of karma – which in SOME
cases can be true. Some books offer suggestion that the karma is as a result of black magic used
or the misuse of power in past lives or because of selfishness or negativity – which in SOME cases
can be true. HOWEVER, as I have said before ALL cancer cases are as different and unique as the
person with the cancer is and so we should never assume that cancer is a manifestation of one of
these karmic maladies or karma at all. It never hurts to do some karmic clearing work on someone
diagnosed but karma should not be seen as the only root cause. Present life issues as well as
environmental factors have been known to have their contributory effects and of course with
some people it is simply part of their spiritual journey – whilst with others the true cause is never
ever known.
In cases where severe depression and pessimism ensues because of the diagnosis Spirit
recommend rainbows as a colour treatment – whether this be wearing rainbow coloured
clothing, surrounding ones self in rainbows or wearing rainbow coloured stones like Opals or
Rainbow Moonstone or wearing Moldavite a meteoritic stone known to help download and
anchor more of the Souls light into the Spirit and Body. Though it is important to note that this stone
should not be slept with as it can cause insomnia.
PLEASE NOTE: The above suggestions have been drawn from my experiences with cancer patients
that I have treated throughout my career, they may not concur with other healers and therefore
you should use your discernment in choosing whether to use them or not. Also – once again –
please do remember that the above guidance should only ever be used IN CONJUNCTION WITH
ORTHODOX MEDICAL TREATMENT AND NEVER AS AN ALTERNATIVE FOR IT.
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